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Abstract: Intelligent video surveillance system are
extensively used in each and every sector of business.
Ranging from small shops to safety systems, surveillance
has become an integral part. In these fielded systems, a
variety of factors can cause camera obstructions and
persistent view change. The view change may adversely
affect their performance. Examples include intentional
blockage, noise, frame freeze, etc. which might warrant
alarms. Considering the fact that the intelligent
surveillance system is with very less human intervention,
it is important to efficiently classify the tampered video.
Analysis of the tampered videos helps in further scene
investigation. The goal of the project is to use Support
Vector Machines (SVM) a machine learning technique
which classifies the real-time videos based on features
extracted. The features selected are histogram gradients,
HSV (Hue Saturation Value) and RGB (Red Blue Green)
for the color based classification and edges (edge weight
and direction) for the texture based classification. Further
improvements are done using a deep learning technique
such as CNN. Convolution neural networks make use of
large amount of training data and use tensorflow
framework for classification. The system accepts video
inputs in mp3 or avi format. The output is the
classification of tampered videos and alarm generation.
Comparison between the two methodologies is done.
Support vector machines gives an accuracy of 75% and
convolutional neural networks give accuracy of 93%. The
system is very useful to monitor all the surveillance
activities.

INTRODUCTION

This new evolving world is enclosed with a huge
amount of visual and virtual information. For analysis of
all the huge data analysis techniques are really important.

Image processing is one such field of science that is used
to analyze and organize such data. Image processing is
used in many fields of knowledge because of its wide
application. Analyzing and understanding the surveillance
video is gaining importance, especially in the context of
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citizen security, safety. Machine learning and deep
learning algorithms happen to be the best fit technique for
the classification of videos. Machine learning and deep
learning algorithms such as SVM and CNN are used for
classification. The first step in SVM method is to extract
features, next is to create training matrix. The matrix is
given for training and results are got. In convolutional
neural networks the first step is calculating the weights
and  next  is  predicting  the  results.  Support  vector
machines (SVMs, also support vector network) are
supervised learning models with associated learning
algorithms that analyze data used for classification and
regression analysis. Given a set of training examples, each
marked as belonging to a single category, an SVM
training algorithm builds a model that assigns new
examples to one category of the category. Linear SVM is
made use to categorize the tampered images into the given
respective classes such as blocked, noised, etc. The
features of each class are fed to SVM, training is done and
the results are got.

Convolution neural network is a class of deep, feed
forward artificial neural network. CNN has successfully
been applied for analyzing visual imagery. CNN require
very minimal pre-processing because they are bases on
multi-layer perception’s design. Tensorflow is a form of
CNN framework used for classification.

Scope of the video classification system:
C Analysis of video tampering
C Tampering classification further helps in analysis of

the situation in case of any criminal activity

Literature  review:   Karpathy et al. (2014) “Large-scale
video classification with convolutional neural networks”.
In the field of image recognition, convolution neural
networks are considered to be a very powerful class.
Utilizing this powerful class of machine learning
techniques the researchers of the study have provided an
extensive CNN evaluation technique. This technique is
implemented on a dataset of 1 million YouTube videos, a
large scale video evaluation with 487 classes. The
researchers study number of approaches for extension of
connectivity of CNN. The CNN architecture takes
advantage of local spatio-temporal information and it
suggests a multi-resolution method for speeding up the
training process.

Burney and Syed (2016) “Crowd video classification
using convolutional neural networks.” CNN is one of the
deep learning technique that is used extensively for image
analysis and interpretation tasks. Deep learning methods
tend to become more expensive if they are used for video
analysis as they require memory and additional temporal
information. Recently crowd video analysis has come to
limelight because of its extensive use in all retail places.
In the given study, it shown that to classify the videos by

3-clannel image map, 2D CNN have been used. For every
video given spatial and temporal values are calculated.
The calculation of such reduces space complexity and
time complexity, it is very less when compared to a 3D
CNN which is usually used in video processing. The
model is tested with the dataset and there is no additional
requirements to improve upon the accuracy.

Ashwin et al. (2016) “Video affective content
analysis based on multimodal features using a novel
hybrid SVM-RBM classifier”.

Content analysis for videos is a very pre-dominant
area of study. Nowadays all communication media is
inspired through video streaming. Hence, in the recent
times video content analysis has become a very important
area of research and plays a very important role in
communication systems. The users use acoustic or visual
features for their immediate state of use and hence, the
existing system given by the authors is mainly focused on
content analysis. The study gives a  novel method which
is a hybrid of SVM and RBM classifier. The combined
method detect the emotions of videos which are taken
while live streaming and normal stored video dataset.
Thus the system recognizes the user’s current state of
mood by the facial emotion descriptors that are
mentioned. Test experiments given in the paper are
conducted on live streaming data such which are captured
from the devices such as normal web cam and Microsoft
Kinect. Further to validate the system which was
proposed, the researchers used HUMANE and SAVEE
datasets. The researchers use both SVM (Support Vector
Machine) and RBM (Restricted Boltzmann Machine) for
the classification. It is seen that the hybrid classifier
performs better than RBM and SVM for annotated
datasets.

Li Wang, Member and Dennis SNG “Deep learning
algorithms with applications to video analytics for a smart
city: A survey” (Wang and Sng, 2015). In recent times
deep learning algorithms have given promising output in
a verity of areas including speech detection, NPL and
computer version. It user deep architectural models to
learn the representation is a hierarchical form. When a
smart city is considered there is a lot of data that needs to
be processed and analyzed (e.g.,: Information captured
from different sensors). In the study the researchers
examine different deep learning methods for video
processing in smart cities. Various research topics
include: object tracking, object identification, face
recognition, image processing and scene labeling.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The system makes use of majorly two algorithms
SVM  and  CNN  but  before  that  there  are  common
pre-processing steps that are done. The system
architecture is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: System architecture

Video sharpening: For sharpening Laplacian method is
used. The sharpening process is done by highlighting the
sharp intensity changes in the image. This method is often
used for edge detection. The input to the method is a gray
scale image and output is another gray scale image with
different levels of intensity. There are different order of
derivatives for intensities the first level is given in Eq. 1.
Here, I (x, y) gives the intensity and L(x, y) is Laplacian
of an image:

(1) 
2 2

2 2

I I
L x, y
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Video to frame conversion: The frame extraction is a
very important step role a lot of video processing
applications like content based video retrieval, shot
detection, segmentation, CC cameras, etc. The video to
frame conversion can be done in many ways. To begin
user needs how many frames he/she needs per second, so
which indicates that there will be a chances of missing the
frames on which they are concentrating more, normally,
the number frames per second will be different for the
different cameras. Figure 2 shows the example of video to
frame conversion.

Support vector machines: Based on the decision plane
concept and the method that separates two classes by the
plane SVM is built. The plane that separates two classes
is called hyperplane. The classes on either side of the
plane are called member classes. The separation of
member   functions  is   based   on   the  features  that  are 

Fig. 2: Video to frame conversion

Fig. 3: Dividing image into blocks

extracted from the class members. All the class members
are given separate labels that define them. The labels are
either numerals or any other representation. Most of the
machine learning algorithms have feature extraction at the
base.

Feature extraction
Histogram gradients: To calculate accurate histograms
of any image the whole image is divided into number of
blocks. In this method the image is divided into 4×4 cells.
For each cell a feature descriptor is calculated. The
feature descriptors are mean and standard deviation. A
feature descriptor is selected because it gives an exact and
compact representation of the image block. Figure 3
shows the division of image into blocks. For each block
histogram  bins  are  calculated.  The  data  organized  in
pre-defined counts are called as histogram bins. The bin
values are modified according to the classifier to give best
results. The standard value is 50 which is considered for
tampered frames. Taking the figure one as example a
matrix of bins can be constructed. Imagine that a matrix
contains information of an image (i.e., intensity in the
range 0-255) as shown in Fig. 4.

Since, it is known that the range of information value
for this case is 256 values, the values can be segmented in
subparts (called bins) like:

       
1 2 n 15

0,255 0,15 16,31 ,..., 240,255

range bin bin , ...., bin 

   

 

The pixels that fall into the bin range can be kept
count bini.
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Fig. 4: Matrix of bins

Edge feature: Sobel operator is based on the concept of
discrete differentiation. It computes an approximation of
the  gradient  of  an  image  intensity  function.  Sobel
method is a combination of differentiation and Gaussian
smoothing. There are two derivatives that are calculated
from sobel method. The derivatives are min and max or X
and Y, respectively. Considering the image to be operated
as I the values of horizontal and vertical changes are
calculated as:

Horizontal changes: The value is calculated by
convolving an odd sized kernel with I. Consider a kernel
of size 3 then, Gx would be computed as:

x

1 0 1

G 2 0 2 I

1 0 1

  
     
   

Vertical changes: The value is calculated by convolving
an odd sized kernel with I. Consider a kernel of size 3
then, Gx would be computed as:

y

1 1 1

G 0 0 0 I

1 2 1

   
   
    

The final equation used is:

x yG G G 

SVM architecture: In all the SVM methodologies the
classification is done in majorly two steps. The  two  steps 

are training and testing. The training phase consists of
feature extraction and training of SVM with SVM
parameters. The features considered, here are histogram
gradients and sobel deravatives. The values got from these
features are put into a matrix. The matrix is usually a
training mat that is fed into the SVM. The matrix consists
of rows of feature values and every row is ending with the
label. This matrix is then fed to the SVM. The paramentrs
considered are: Kernal = Linear, Matrix= Training mat,
Gamma function = 3. Figure 5 shows the training and
testing phase of SVM.

Convolutional neural network
Convolution neural network based on tensorflow:
Tensorflow is a framework released by Google which is
a neural network framework. The dataset for this CNN
consists of 4 classes, those classes are blank frame,
blocked, noised and normal frame. The images from all
the four classes are fed into the convolutional neural
network. These form the base and the next two layers.
After the layers are stacked upon each other flattening is
done. At the end two fully connected layers are got. The
second fully connected convolution layer has the
probability of the image belonging to one of the four
classes. The whole method is described in Fig. 6.

Reading inputs: Typically, the dataset is divided into 3
parts:

Training data: Use 80%.

Validation data: About 20% pictures will be utilized for
validation. These pictures are chosen from training dataset
to ascertain accuracy independently during the training
process.

Test set: The test set consists of data that are different
from the training set. In this case it consists of data from
different cameras. The test data must also consist of all
the classes that are considered for the classification. The
very common problem faced while testing is overfitting.
Overfitting is the method where the validation set gets
good results but the test  results areinaccurate.

Creating network layers
Creating the convolution layer in tensorflow: There are
mainly three inputs that are considered for building of the
network layer and those are:

Input: The second layer of the network which consists of
the input from the first layer. This should be a 4-D tensor

Filter: trainable variables defining the filter.

Strides: Describes how much the sliding window moves
while the convolution is done.
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Fig. 6: Tensorflow based CNN

Padding: This is an option where there is consideration
of overfitted data. The usage of SAME function means
that user shall 0 pad the input such a way that output x,y
dimensions are same as that of input.

After the first convolution step is done, there is an
option to add biases on the neurons (this is done when
there are new images that are added to the system). These
biases can be learnable or trainable again. The next step
is to learn the new values and this is done by random
normal distribution. Finally, there is application of the
max- pooling method which is very similar to the conv2d
method. In this step all the operations are completed in a
single layer. This final step is to creation of a function to
define a complete convolutional layer.

Flattening layer: This is the second step after layer
stacking, output of which is a multi-dimensional tensor.
Naturally this is converted to a single dimensional for

complexity reduction. The method used is flattening. The
flatten method uses a simple reshape layer function for
conversion.

Fully connected layer: After flattening is done to all the
data a fully connected layer has to be formed. For this
layer there is declaration of weights and biases. The
weights and biases form the random normal distribution.
In this layer all the inputs are considered and the
slandered operation of z = wx+b is performed.

Place holders and input: The further step is to define a
placeholder that carries all the training images. The input
dataset is read and all the variable sized images are
resized to a single size. The input placeholder is then
created. The first dimension being none means the users
can pass any number of images to it. For this program,
user shall pass images in the batch of 16, i.e., shape will 
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Fig. 7: Tensorflow CNN architecture

Fig. 8: Input tampered frames

be [16 128 128 3]. Similarly, he/she create a placeholder
y_true for storing the predictions. For each image, having
two outputs, i.e., probabilities for each class.

Predictions: The result of CNN is in the form of
probability percentage. The probability of each class is
given by the soft-max layer. The softmax is used to output
the last layer. Softmax layer is usually last layer or the
prediction layer in the classifier. When softmax are
considered the networks are trained under the log-loss
regime. The log- loss regime gives a non-linear variant of
logistic regression. There are a lot of weights that are
obtained after the final layer of the poling. There are costs
that are used to describe the best of the weights given.
The simple cost that is obtained or the least obtained is
taken. This calculation is done using the function
softmax_cross_entropy_with_logits that takes the output
of last fully connected layer and actual labels to calculate
cross_entropy whose average will give them thecost.

System specific CNN architecture: The convolution
neural network is based on a tensorflow framework and
has the architecture as shown in Fig. 7. Normally the
basic CNN structure consists of stacks of convolutional
layers. First few layers perform the feature extraction and
give the weights and biases. Following all the stacked
layers are the pooling layers which calculate the winner

weights. The layers get dense and the last dense layer
contains the target classes. In the architecture shown in
Fig. 7. The convolution is done and the models are
formed. The models are then saved. When the testing
dataset is applied on to the network the saved model is
retrived with the winner weights and the probability
prediction is done.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter gives the actual picture of the output and
verifies if the system works and verifies the given design
for the work. The correctness of the project’s result is
analyzed here.

Input data: The given input is a video of mp4 or avi
format. Figure 8 shows the frames which are obtained
from the tampered video that is got. Here, the video
frames are obtained from video.

Output for multi-class tampered frames: Figure 8
shows the result given by SVM and the classified frames.
The output is the labels for the corresponding classes.

Output of CNN: Figure 9 shows the different folders
used  for  CNN  where  each  folder is  considered  as  the
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Fig. 9: The output of SVM

Fig. 10: Folders for CNN

Fig. 11: CNN results

index and the label. Figure 10 shows the execution of
CNN where the folders are indexed. Figure 11 shows the
predicted results for CNN.

Comparison classification results
SVM classification:
C The training data consisted of 400
C Kernel considered: Linear with size 3
C Testing accuracy: 75%
C Number of images in one test class: 20

CNN classification:
C Training dataset consists of 2000 images
C Training accuracy: 93%
C Number of images per testing class: 10

CONCLUSION

The system depicts: Preprocessing techniques which
include Sharpening and video to frame conversion.
Features such as histogram gradients and edge weights
have been considered for SVM classification. CNN
classifier   is   based   on   tensorflow  framework.  The
system is useful in analysis of surveillance videos and
video tampering classification in case of anymal-
practices.
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RECOMMENDATION

The classification can be enhanced when more
number of cases such as fine ringing and distortion effects
are considered. Correction techniques can be applied for
the correctly identified cases such as noise and physical
camera coverage.
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